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The mound channels the feeling of freedom I felt as 
a child and the transformative qualities I assigned to 
interior space. It also channels the childhood of man, 
the Ukrainian Bone Home found in Mezhyrich, 
Ukraine, the first documented human home made 
out of mammoth bones and fur and filled with 
decoration, fire and merriment. The mound is at the 
same time an allusion to my own eccentric exterior 
concealing a bleak and disillusioned interior. It is 
also every home ever. It is every moment that you 
and your mother have spent laughing and crying 
under the shelter of walls and a roof. 

It is the safety we feel inside. It is the private fear and 
loneliness and pain I feel in my room. It is the feeling of 
hope and happy I feel alone in my room. It is me in my 
childhood room filled with precariously hung antique 
sports equipment that I never had the guts to remodel 
for fear of offending my parents. It is the comfort I still 
feel in that uncomfortable room. It is the private life of 
every child or father who felt more at peace when peo-
ple asked when entering their room. It is every unique 
interaction with oneself and with others that happens 
within the frame of the interior. 



“The first sign of settlement and rest after the hunt, the battle, and 
wandering in the desert is today, as when the first men lost para-
dise, the setting up of the fireplace and the lighting of the reviving, 
warming, and food preparing flame. Around the hearth the first 
groups formed: around the hearth the first groups assembled; 
around it the first alliances formed; around it the first rude reli-
gious concepts were put into the customs of a cult... Throughout 
all phases of society the hearth formed that sacred focus around 
which took order and shape. It is the first and most important 
element of architecture. Around it were grouped the other three 
elements: the roof, the enclosure, and the mound. The protecting 
negations or defenders of the hearths flame against three hostile 
elements of nature”

Got fried Semper  The Four Elements of Architecture and Other 
Writings

“We comfort ourselves by reliving memories of protection. 
Something closed must retain our memories, while leaving 
them their original value as images. Memories of the outside 
world will never have the same tonality as those of home and, 
by recalling these memories, we add to our store of dreams; 
we are never real historians, but always near poets, and our 
emotion is perhaps nothing but an expression of a poetry 
that was lost.” 

Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space



“Of course, thanks to the house, a great many of our 
memories are housed, and if the house is a bit elaborate, if 
it has a cellar and a garret, nooks and corridors, our mem-
ories have refuges that are all the more clearly delineated. 
All our lives we come back to them in our daydreams. 
A psychoanalyst should, therefore, turn his attention to 
this simple localization of our memories. I should like 
to give the name of topoanalysis to this auxiliary of py-
schoanalysis. Topoanalysis, then would be the systematic 
psychological study of the sites of our intimate lives.” 

Gaston Bachelard The Poetics of Space

“And all the spaces of our past moments of solitude, the spaces 
in which we have suffered from solitude, enjoyed, desired, 
and compromised solitude, remain indelible within us and 
precisely because the human being wants them to remain 
so. He knows instinctively that this space identified with his 
solitude is creative; that even when it is forever expunged from 
the present, when, henceforth, it is alien to all the promises of 
the future, even when we no longer have a garret, when the attic 
room is lost and gone, there remains the fact that we once loved 
a garret, once lived in an attic. We return to them in our night 
dreams. These retreats have the value of a shell. And when we 
reach the very end of the labyrinths of sleep, when we attain to 
the regions of deep slumber, we may perhaps experience a type 
of repose that is pre-human; pre-human, in this case, approach-
ing the immemorial. But in the daydream itself, the recollection 
of moments of confined, simple, shut-in space are experiences 
of heartwarming space, of a space that does not seek to become 
extended, but would like above all still to be possessed. In the 
past, the attic may have seemed too small, it may have seemed 
cold in winter and hot in summer. Now, however, in memory 
recaptured through daydreams, it is hard to say through what 
syncretism the attic is at once small and large, warm and cool, 
always comforting.” 

Gaston Bachelard The Poetics of Space



The nature of building is letting dwell. Building accomplishes its nature in the raising of locations by the joining of 
their spaces. Only if we are capable of dwelling, only then can we build. Let us think for a while of a farmhouse in the 
Black Forest, which was built some two hundred years ago by the dwelling of peasants. Here the self-sufficiency of the 
power to let earth and heaven, divinities and mortals enter in simple oneness into things, ordered the house. It placed 
the farm on the wind-sheltered mountain slope looking south, among the meadows close to the spring. It gave it the 
wide overhanging shingle roof whose proper slope bears up under the burden of snow, and which, reaching deep 
down, shields the chambers against the storms of the long winter nights. It did not forget the altar corner behind the 
community table; it made room in its chamber for the hallowed places of childbed and the “tree of the dead”-for that 
is what they call a coffin there: the Totenbaum-and in this way it designed for the different generations under one roof 
the character of their journey through time. A craft which, itself sprung from dwelling, still uses its tools and frames as 
things, built the farmhouse.

Martin Heidegger Building Dwelling Thinking

We are attempting to trace in thought the nature of dwelling. 
The next step on this path would be the
question: what is the state of dwelling in our precarious age? 
On all sides we hear talk about the housing shortage, and with 
good reason. Nor is there just talk; there is action too. We try 
to fill the need by providing houses, by promoting the building 
of houses, planning the whole architectural enterprise. How-
ever hard and bitter, however hampering and threatening the 
lack of houses remains, the real plight of dwelling does not lie 
merely in a lack of houses. The real plight of dwelling is indeed 
older than the world wars with their destruction, older also 
than the increase of the earth’s population and the condition of 
the industrial workers. The real dwelling plight lies in this, that 
mortals ever search anew for the nature of dwelling, that they 
must ever learn to dwell. What if man’s homelessness consisted 
in this, that man still does not even think of the real plight of 
dwelling as the plight? Yet as soon as man gives thought to his 
homelessness, it is a misery no longer. Rightly considered and 
kept well in mind, it is the sole summons that calls mortals 
into their dwelling.

Martin Heidegger Building Dwelling Thinking
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